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E-Fulfillment Solutions for Your Success

Your Challenge
 X Lack of logistics know-how
 X Automating processes with logistics providers
 X Enhancing inventory visibility
 X Handling peak season volume surges
 X Selecting the right last-mile providers
 X Cross-border parcel delivery 
 X Increasing efficiency and reaction speed
 X Minimizing returns and complaints

Our Solution
 X Fast and simple API/EDI integration 
 X Interfaces with all major platforms
 X Real-time inventory and tracking data
 X One-stop shop: transport, storage, last-mile
 X B2B and B2C fulfillment
 X Standardized processing and returns 

 

Your Benefits 

  Global network and proven expertise
  > 40 warehouses in Europe, USA, Asia, Australia
  Competent advice from logistics/last-mile experts
  Transport solutions by air, sea, rail, road
  Dedicated customs department 
  Experience in cross-border e-commerce 

we take it personally                     transport + iLogistics              www.cargo-partner.com



End-to-End Logistics for FBA Merchants

Your Challenge
 X Are you an Amazon merchant selling products in 

Europe or the USA? 
 X Do you need a partner to handle your overseas import 

shipments, including customs clearance?
 X Are you finding it difficult to plan around fluctuating 

storage costs and long-term storage fees?
 X Are you faced with obstacles when Amazon is 

receiving goods in their fulfillment center, e.g. labeling? 
 X Are you struggling with the costs of return shipping, 

restocking and processing fees? 

Our Solution
 X Global transport solutions by air, sea, road and rail
 X Customs clearance teams in Asia, Europe and USA
 X Cost-efficient storage, no long-term extra charges
 X Inbound quality check at cargo-partner warehouses
 X Dispatch orders and 24/7 visibility via our SPOT 

eWarehouse Platform
 X Amazon-FBA-compliant picking, packing and labeling
 X  Shipment to Amazon Fulfillment Center by Amazon-

approved Parcel and LTL/FTL shipping
 X Returns processing: quality checking, repacking, 

relabeling and restocking

Your Benefits  
 Freight forwarding provider since 1983
 5+ years of experience in enabling FBA business
 cargo-partner fulfillment centers located close to all 

major Amazon distribution centers
 Faster replenishment, optimized costs and lower risk 

of running out of stock
 Lower return costs by shifting returns from FBA facility 

to cargo-partner’s fulfillment center

we take it personally transport + iLogistics              www.cargo-partner.com

Your cargo-partner Contact: Patrick MariakCorporate Manager Digital Business 
eFulfillmentE: patrick.mariak@cargo-partner.com

M: +43 664 7802 9289


